
HOW TO WRITE AM PM AP STYLE ABBREVIATIONS

AP Style time of day holds that the time descriptors â€œante meridiemâ€• (before noon) should be abbreviated with
lowercase letters and with periods (a.m. and p.m.). AP warns against redundancies in your writing such asâ€œ10 a.m.
this morning.

Q: How do I deal with a vulgarity from a movie that is integral to the article I'm writing? Q: How does AP
treat programming language when used in general text? A: AP uses hyphenated e- for generic terms such as
e-commerce and e-strategies. For example, you should never punctuate a sentence as follows, I leave for work
at AM and get home at p. Q: If you have a hyphen in a headline, is the word after the hyphen capitalized? No
italics. How about AP? A: In AP headline style, only the first word and proper nouns are capped. We will
meet for lunch Tuesday at A. Q: Do music groups take singular verbs, as do collective nouns, or plural verbs,
as with sports teams? How about Civil Rights Movement? A: member is lowercase, as are congressmen and
congresswoman. Q: Is the proper phrase "If money were no object" or "If money was no object"? AM or a.
Bachelor of Arts is capitalized as an academic degree, as are B. Instead, it should be written in one of the
following ways. A: AP uses the numeral for acres, even when less than 10, as a dimension: 5 acres. I leave for
work at A. The Fantastic Shakers have won many awards Q: Is it staff has or staff have? See the "legislative
titles" entry for rulings. Q: My AP Stylebook always lists examples in italics, so it's difficult to see if italics
are part of the style. A: Always use figures for people, animals and objects: 3-year-old house. Q: Great
Depression is capitalized and so is American Revolution. That includes newspaper names and magazine
references. See "diseases" entry for further guidance. A: AP Stylebook entry on "collective nouns" says band
names take plural verbs. The third is lowercase. A: AP doesn't use italics in news stories. A: In this instance,
use a plural verb. I leave for work at a. For example, both of the following are acceptable, We will meet for
lunch Tuesday at AM. A: Lowercase the compass point - central Louisiana -- unless it's a widely known
section, as in Southern California or South Florida. A: The phrase suggests a contingency unlikely to come
true, so use "were" for the subjunctive mood. Q: Do you capitalize a conjunction in a headline? A: AP uses
dashes, not bullets, for lists in news stories that follow a colon. The second is small caps. Q: Is the age of an
inanimate object expressed in numerals or spelled out? AP flags such cases atop the story with an editor's note.


